Abstract Users posting online expect to remain anonymous unless they have logged in, which is often needed for them to be able to discuss freely on various topics. Preserving the anonymity of a text's writer can be also important in some other contexts, e.g., in the case of witness protection or anonymity programs. However, each person has his/her own style of writing, which can be analyzed using stylometry, and as a result, the true identity of the author of a piece of text can be revealed even if s/he has tried to hide it. Thus, it could be helpful to design automatic tools that can help a person obfuscate his/her identity when writing text. In particular, here we propose an approach that changes the text, so that it is pushed towards average values for some general stylometric characteristics, thus making the use of these characteristics less discriminative. The approach consists of three main steps: first, we calculate the values for some popular stylometric metrics that can indicate authorship; then we apply various transformations to the text, so that these metrics are adjusted towards the average level, while preserving the semantics and the soundness of the text; and finally, we add random noise. This approach turned out to be very efficient, and yielded the best performance on the Author Obfuscation task at the PAN-2016 competition.
Introduction
Revealing a person's identity requires (i) a hypothesis about who that person might be and (ii) a sufficient sample of text written by that person. Then, stylometric features can be used to predict whether the author of a target piece of text is indeed the one hypothesized. Even without a hypothesis about a target author, stylometry can reveal key demographic characteristics about the author of a piece of text, e.g., his/her gender and age, which is of interest to marketing analysts, political strategists, etc.
Overall, stylometry is a well-established discipline with application to authorship attribution, plagiarism detection, author profiling, etc. However, much less research has been done on the topic of author obfuscation, i.e., helping a person hide his/her own style in order to protect his/her identity and key demographic information. Unlike authorship attribution or author profiling, this is not a simple text classification problem but rather a complex text generation task, where not only the author's style has to be hidden, but the text needs to remain grammatically correct and the original meaning has to be preserved as much as possible.
Below we focus on the task of author obfuscation, i.e., given a document, the goal is to paraphrase it, so that its writing style does not match the style of its original author anymore. We use the task formulation, the data, and the evaluation setup from PAN'2016, the 15th evaluation lab on uncovering plagiarism, authorship, and social software misuse.
A system addressing the task needs to optimize three conflicting objectives simultaneously: 1 . Safety: forensic analysis should not be able to reveal the original author of the obfuscated text; 2. Soundness: the obfuscated text should be semantically equivalent to the original; 3. Sensibility: the obfuscated text should be inconspicuous, i.e., it should not raise suspicion that there has been an attempt to obfuscate the author.
The performance of a participating system in the PAN'2016 task is measured as follows:
-automatically: using automatic authorship verifiers to measure safety; and -manually: using peer-review to assess soundness and sensibility.
As these objectives are conflicting, the task is very challenging. While hiding author's style is a nontrivial task by itself, producing inconspicuous output is where most systems actually fail. At PAN'2016 [17] , we proposed a method for author obfuscation that performed best in terms of safety, but lagged behind in sensibility. One of the other systems [14] generated text that scored high in terms of sensibility and soundness, but their system performed poorly in terms of safety. Below we describe and we evaluate both our original approach and a modification thereof that addresses the issue with poor results in sensibility. The evaluation results on the PAN'2016 dataset demonstrate the potential of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 describes our method: both the original one from PAN'2016 and the above-described modification thereof. Section 4 presents the evaluation setup and discusses the results. Finally, Section 5 concludes and points to some possible directions for future work.
Author Identification is well-studied and has a long history [16] . The most common approach is to use variety of features [7, 9, 19, 21] such as punctuation (e.g., relative frequency of commas), lexical (e.g., frequency of function words, average word and sentence length, etc.), character-level (e.g., n-gram frequencies), syntactic (e.g., frequencies of different parts of speech), semantic (e.g., frequency of various semantic relations), and application-dependent (e.g., style of writing email messages).
Author Identification has been a task at the PAN competition 3 since 2011. The most commonly-used features at PAN'2015 [22] include the lengths of words, sentences, and paragraphs, type-token ratios, the use of hapax legomena (i.e., words occurring only once), character n-grams (including unigrams), words, punctuation marks, stopwords, and part of speech (POS) n-grams. Other features that some participants used analyze the text more deeply by checking style and grammar.
Another line of research for author identification uses neural networks to induce features automatically. For example, Bagnal [2] used a recurrent neural network based on character unigrams, thus building a character-level language model. The idea is that a language model trained on texts by a particular author will assign higher probability to texts by the same author compared to texts written by other authors.
Author Obfuscation. Research in author obfuscation has explored manual, computeraided, and automated obfuscation [19] . For manual obfuscation, people have tried to mask their own writing style as somebody else's, which was shown to work well [1, 3, 4] . Computer-aided obfuscation uses tools that identify and suggest parts of text and text features that should be obfuscated, but then the obfuscation is to be done manually [11, 13, 15] .
Kacmarcik et al. [11] explored author masking by detecting the most commonlyused words by the target author and then trying to change them. They also mention the application of machine translation as a possible approach to author obfuscation. Other authors also used machine translation for author obfuscation [3, 20] , e.g., by translating passages of text from English to one or more other languages and then back to English. Brennan et al. [3] investigated three different approaches to adversarial stylometry: obfuscation (masking author style), imitation (trying to copy another author's style), and machine translation. They further summarized the most common features people used to obfuscate their own writing style.
Juola et al. [9] developed a complex system for author obfuscation which consists of three main modules: canonization (unifying case, normalizing white spaces, spelling correction, etc.), event set determination (extraction of events significant for author detection, such as words, parts of speech bi-or tri-grams, etc.), and statistical inference (measures that determine the results and confidence in the final report). The authors used this same approach [8] to detect deliberate style obfuscation.
Kabbara et al. [10] used long short-term memory recurrent neural networks to transform the text in a similar fashion as in machine translation, but essentially 'translating' from one author's style to the style of other authors. While the approach looks promising, there was no proper evaluation in terms of safety and soundness.
Our Mediocrity Approach to Style Masking and Author Obfuscation
The main idea behind our approach is to measure the most significant features of the text used for author identification as mentioned in the work of Brennan et al. [3] . Then, we apply transformations of the text, so that the values of these metrics are pushed towards average. Our approach consists of three main steps. First, we calculate "average" metrics based on the training corpus provided for the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task [19] and a corpus of several public-domain books from Project Gutenberg. 4 We will call these average values the calculated averages, and we will try to push the document metrics towards them. Second, we calculate the corresponding metrics for each target document. Then we apply ad hoc transformations on the text aiming to average those metric for the document. Third, we apply additional transformations aiming to randomly change the average metrics of the text. At this step, we apply very harmless transformations, so that we can preserve the meaning as much as possible. For example, we use dictionaries to transform abbreviations, equations, and short forms to listed alternatives.
Calculating Text Metrics
We calculate the following text metrics:
1. Average number of word tokens per sentence; 2. Punctuation to word token count ratio; 3. Stop words to word token count ratio; 4. Word type to token ratio; 5. POS to word count ratio: measured for four part-of-speech groups: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; 6. Uppercase word tokens to all word tokens count ratio; 7. Number of mentions of each word type in the text.
Given a document to be obfuscated, we calculate the above measures for it. Then, we split the document into parts, and for each part, we compare the measures for this part to the document-level averages. Finally, we apply transformations to push these values towards the corpus-level average.
Modulizing the Text
We used the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task setup, i.e., each text was to be split into parts of up to 50 words each. To do this, we first segmented the text into sentences using the NLTK sentence splitter. Then, we merged some of these sentences to get bigger segments, while keeping the segment lengths under 50 words. We ignored paragraph boundaries in this process.
Text Transformations

Splitting or merging sentences
If the average sentence length of the whole document is below the calculated average of this metric, we perform merging of the sentences for each text part. We merge all the sentences for a given text part into one sentence. Merging is done by adding a random connecting word (and, as, yet) and randomly inserting punctuation -comma (,) or semicolon (;). When the average sentence length of the entire document is above the average, we split the sentence into shorter ones. We use a simple sentence splitting algorithm: we go through all POS-tagged words in the text, we count the nouns and the verbs, and when we reach a conjunction and, if the sentence so far contains a noun and a verb, we replace the and with a full stop (.) and we capitalize the next word as it will now start a new sentence.
Stop Words
Stop words can be strong indicators for author identification as people have the tendency to use and overuse specific stop words. Thus, we perform two kinds of transformations regarding stop words: -removing stop words that carry little to no information; -replacing stop words with alternatives or with a phrase with the same meaning.
Spelling
The spelling score of a document is high if there are no spelling mistakes, and low when there are some.
-If we need to increase the spelling score, we apply automatic spelling correction. Our spell-checker uses a probabilistic model and a previously mentioned set of publicly-available books.
-If we need to decrease the score, we use a dictionary to insert common mistakes in the text. The dictionary was manually created using data from various sources.
Punctuation
If the punctuation use is above average, we remove some punctuation within the sentence. This is limited to the symbols comma (,), semicolon (;), and colon (:) If the punctuation use is below average, we apply the following two techniques to improve that score: -We randomly insert comma or semicolon before prepositions. We insert comma with a higher probability compared to semicolon.
-We insert redundant symbols using the following schema:
! can be replaced with !, !!, or !!! ? can be replaced with ?, ??, ???, ?!?, or !?!
Word Substitution
In order to change the frequency of word types, we replace the most or the least common words. We use synonyms, hypernyms or word descriptions from WordNet [5, 18] . In particular, if the document type-token ratio is above average, we replace the most frequently used words in the document by random synonyms or hypernyms. In contrast, if the ratio is below average, we randomly replace the least frequently used words with their definitions.
Paraphrase Corpus
We randomly replace phrases from the text with variants from a paraphrase corpus.
In particular, we use the short version of the phrasal corpus of PPDB, the Paraphrase Database ( [6] ). As a result, the meaning of the text is still preserved, but there is improvement for the metrics for individual word frequencies and parts of speech.
Uppercase Words
If we need to decrease the proportion of uppercase words, we lowercase words that are all in uppercase and contain at least four letters. We assume that if a word is in uppercase and is less than four letters long, it is likely to be an acronym, and thus we should keep it in uppercase.
Noise
Having applied the above transformations, we then insert some random noise in the text, using the following two operations:
Switching British and American English
We randomly change words from British to American English and vice versa, using a lexicon. 5 
Inserting random functional words
We insert random functional words at the beginning of the sentence. The words are taken from a discourse marker lexicon.
General Transformations
We also apply some general transformations that preserve the meaning of the text while helping mask the author style.
Replacing short forms We replace short forms such as I've, I'd, I'm, I'll, don't, etc. with their full forms. 2. Replacing numbers with words
We replace tokens that are POS-tagged as numbers with their word representation in English.
Replacing equations
As there were some examples of scientific text in the training corpus, if the text contains equations, the operations in them are being replaced with words. An equation is recognized if the text contains both comparison and inner equation symbols:
".[<>=]+." and ".[\+\-\ * \/]+."
We replace the following symbols if we find an equation: + (plus), − (minus), * (multiplied by), / (divided by), = (equals), > (greater than), < (less than), <= (less than or equal to), >= (greater than or equal to).
Replace symbols and abbreviations with words
We further replace the following symbols and abbreviations with their word representations: currency symbols, % (percent), @ (at), abbreviations of person titles (such as Prof., Mr., Dr., etc.).
Simple transformations with regular expressions
Possessions (genitive markers) are replaced by a shorter form (e.g., book of John becomes John's book); here is the corresponding regular expression:
"(\w+) of (\w+)" is replaced with "\2's \1"
This will slightly change the stop words rate and could also obfuscate writing in general as the former way of expressing possession is generally less common.
Other Methods
Machine translation
We also experimented with machine translation as described in [3] . We used the Microsoft Translator API to translate from English to Croatian and Estonian, and then back to English. The general assumption is that by applying machine translation using different languages, we will naturally paraphrase the text, while preserving the meaning. However, our manual evaluation has shown that this often yielded text whose meaning differed from that of the original text. This is consistent with the observations of Keswani et al. [12] , who achieved poor sensibility and soundness by cyclic translations through several languages and then back to English for their PAN-2016 system [19] .
Simple word substitution
Another way to approach the task is to perform simple word substitution, e.g., using WordNet. Unfortunately, substituting a word does not always yield fluent text due to grammatical (e.g., wrong word inflection or wrong part of speech) or semantic mismatch (i.e., even though the substituted word may be a good paraphrase in general, it is not a good fit in the particular context). The problem can be alleviated to some extent by using multi-word paraphrases as longer phrases are less ambiguous and thus less context-dependent. In any case, the result of word/phrase substitution is not perfect; yet, it was found to perform much better than using machine translation in terms of sensibility and soundness. In particular, the two approaches were compared in the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task [19] , where a substitution system outperformed a system based on round-trip machine translation [12] in terms of both soundness and sensibility; however, both systems scored low on safety. Mansoorizadeh et al. [14] performed substitution in a different manner, achieving high sensibility and soundness scores; however, their system was the worst in terms of safety in the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task. We tried their approach, and after some initial experiments, we concluded that word/phrase substitutions should be used not in isolation but rather together with our above-described transformations, which limits the use of such substitutions to some specific cases [17] .
Transformation magnitude
After reviewing the results for the system we submitted to PAN-2016 [17] , we noticed that in some cases our transformations were too aggressive. In particular, if the value of some metric was below the average, we applied transformations to increase it, but we did not have a mechanism to control by how much we were boosting it. This sometimes resulted in undesired behaviour, e.g., when the value of a metric was close to the average, we could over-push it significantly over/below the average. Effectively, this goes against our aim to push it towards the average. As a side effect, in some cases, the text readability was affected negatively as well. In order to address the issue, we introduced an additional parameter, which tracks the magnitude of the desired change, i.e., the difference between the current value and the average value. We further modified the above transformations to keep track of and to update the value of this parameter accordingly.
Evaluation
The evaluation results in terms of safety are shown in Table 1 . The table compares how well each of the three systems that participated in the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task can fool various author identification systems. A total of 44 authorship verification systems were used, which were submitted to the previous three shared tasks on Authorship Identification at PAN-2013, PAN-2014, and PAN-2015. We can see that the output of our PAN-2016 system caused the performance for these 44 systems to drop the most for each of the three years; this means that it performs best in terms of safety. While our PAN-2016 method is effective in terms of safety, it could not always produce text that is grammatically correct and contextually inconspicuous. That is why we introduced the use of transformation magnitude, which we evaluate below. For the evaluation, we use the data provided in the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task [19] . The data consists of 205 documents that have to be obfuscated. 6 Table 2 shows the impact of the obfuscation, using both our PAN-2016 obfuscator and the new one that pays attention to transformation magnitude, on some text metrics. The first column shows the names of the text metrics. The second column shows the value of the metrics for the input, i.e., before the obfuscation. Then follow the values after obuscation, when using our PAN-2016 and our new method, respectively. Finally, the values in the average column are calculated on the training dataset and on some texts from Project Gutenberg; these are the target values we want to push the metrics towards. We can see that, overall, the obfuscation methods do push the input metrics towards the target. We further see that the PAN-2016 method often overshoots and can push the metric even further away from the target compared to the input value. For example, for Stop words to word token count ratio, the input is 0.52, and it is pushed down to 0.45, which is further away from the target of 0.50 than the input was. In several other cases, the push went in the wrong direction, which can be due to the multi-objective optimization -when changing text to modify one text metric, we change some words, which could affect a number of other metrics. Table 2 . Impact of the obfuscation on some text metrics. The first column shows the name of a text metric. The second column shows the value of the metrics for the input, i.e., before the obfuscation. Then follow the values after obuscation, when using our PAN-2016 and our new method, respectively. Finally, the values in the average column are calculated on the training dataset and on some texts from Project Gutenberg; these are the target values we want to push the metrics towards.
We can further see in Table 2 that the new method, which takes transformation magnitude into account, gets much closer to the target compared to our PAN-2016 obfuscation: it matches exactly the values of four out of the eight metrics (compared to just two for the PAN-2016 version), and gets very close to the target for the other four metrics.
Finally, Table 3 looks into sensibility. In particular, it illustrates how the original texts are changed by the different systems (our initial PAN-2016 system, our new system that pays attention to transformation magnitude, and the remaining two systems that participated in PAN-2016). We can see from the examples that our methods perform better than the rivaling PAN-2016 systems, and that sensibility improves when using transformation magnitude. We can further see that the PAN-2016 system that uses machine translation [14] can alter the semantics of the input text, which often makes it meaningless. Moreover, the PAN-2016 system that uses word substitution [12] is too conservative and often does not change the text at all.
Overall, we can conclude that our method with transformation magnitude is promising and performs well (better than the three systems that participated in the PAN-2016 Author Obfuscation task) in terms of sensibility and soundness. In future work, we need to study how it performs in terms of safety. Table 3 . Obfuscation examples. Shown are examples of how the different systems that participated in the PAN-2016 Author Obfusction task transform the original text; the last column shows the output of our new obfuscation method, which we introduced in this paper.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have described our mediocrity approach to style masking and author obfuscation, which changes the text, so that it is pushed towards average values for some general stylometric characteristics, thus making these characteristics less discriminative.
In future work, we plan experiments with a richer set of features as well as with deep learning. We further aim to design an evaluation measure targeting soundness, which would be enabling for this kind of research. Finally, we plan to use the techniques used in this paper for author imitation. One key difference will be that the goal for the transformations should not be the average metrics, but the metrics for the target author who should be imitated.
